Parts of a tree diagram for kids

Trees are an important part of our world. They provide wood for building and pulp for making
paper. They provide habitats homes for all sorts of insects, birds and other animals. Many types
of fruits and nuts come from trees -- including apples, oranges, walnuts, pears and peaches.
Even the sap of trees is useful as food for insects and for making maple syrup -- yum! Trees
also help to keep our air clean and our ecosystems healthy. We breathe in oxygen and breathe
out carbon dioxide. Trees breathe in carbon dioxide and breathe out oxygen. We're perfect
partners! Trees do lots for us, our environment and other plants and animals in nature but we
don't just love trees for practical reasons. Trees can also be very beautiful -- tall enough they
seem to touch the sky and so big around you can't even hug them. Thousands of artists,
professional and amateur alike have painted pictures of trees and thousands of poems, songs
and stories have been written about them. I would guess that just about everyone on earth has
at some point in their life stopped to enjoy the beauty of a tree. There are two main types of
trees: deciduous and evergreen. Deciduous trees lose all of their leaves for part of the year. In
cold climates, this happens during the autumn so that the trees are bare throughout the winter.
In hot and dry climates, deciduous trees usually lose their leaves during the dry season.
Evergreen trees don't lose all of their leaves at the same time -- they always have some foliage.
They do lose their leaves a little at a time with new ones growing in to replace the old but a
healthy evergreen tree is never completely without leaves. The roots are the part of the tree that
grows underground. Trees have a lot of roots -- the size of the root system is usually as big as
the part of the tree above the ground. This is necessary because the roots help support the tree.
It takes a lot of roots to hold up a foot tree! Besides keeping the tree from tipping over, the main
job of the roots is to collect water and nutrients from the soil and to store them for times when
there isn't as much available. The crown is made up of the leaves and branches at the top of a
tree. The crown shades the roots, collects energy from the sun photosynthesis and allows the
tree to remove extra water to keep it cool transpiration -- similar to sweating in animals. The
crowns of trees come in many shapes and sizes! Leaves are the part of the crown of a tree.
They are the part of the tree that converts energy into food sugar. Leaves are the food factories
of a tree. They contain a very special substance called chlorophyll -- it is chlorophyll that gives
leaves their green colour. The oxygen is released back into the atmosphere. The branches
provide the support to distribute the leaves efficiently for the type of tree and the environment.
They also serve as conduits for water and nutrients and as storage for extra sugar. The trunk of
the tree provides its shape and support and holds up the crown. The trunk transports water and
nutrients from the soil and sugar from the leaves. Inside the trunk of a tree are a number of
rings. Each year of the tree's life a new ring is added so many people refer to them as the
annual rings. The rings are actually made up of different parts:. The outside layer of the trunk,
branches and twigs of trees. The bark serves as a protective layer for the more delicate inside
wood of the tree. Trees actually have inner bark and outer bark -- the inner layer of bark is made
up of living cells and the outer layer is made of dead cells, sort of like our fingernails. The
scientific name for the inner layer of bark is Phloem. The main job of this inner layer is to carry
sap full of sugar from the leaves to the rest of the tree. A number of handy things are made from
bark including latex, cinnamon and some kinds of poisons. Because bark is a protective layer
for the tree, keeping it safe from insects and animals, it isn't surprising the strong flavours,
scents and toxins can often be found in the bark of different types of trees. The thin layer of
living cells just inside the bark is called cambium. It is the part of the tree that makes new cells
allowing the tree to grow wider each year. The scientific name for sapwood is xylem. It is made
up of a network of living cells that bring water and nutrients up from the roots to the branches,
twigs and leaves. It is the youngest wood of the tree -- over the years, the inner layers of
sapwood die and become heartwood. The heartwood is dead sapwood in the center of the trunk.
It is the hardest wood of the tree giving it support and strength. It is usually darker in colour
than the sapwood. Pith is the tiny dark spot of spongy living cells right in the center of the tree
trunk. Essential nutrients are carried up through the pith. It's placement right in the center
means it is the most protected from damage by insects, the wind or animals. New Top Heather
has a bachelor's degree in elementary education and a master's degree in special education.
She was a public school teacher and administrator for 11 years. She has 15 years of experience
teaching collegiate mathematics at various institutions. Log in or sign up to add this lesson to a
Custom Course. Log in or Sign up. Do you like Legos? Inside each Lego kit is a book of
instructions that shows you exactly how to turn a pile of blocks into a cool race car or wicked
flying saucer. A Lego instruction book is an example of a diagram. A diagram is a drawing,
image, or sketch that is used to help the reader visualize what the author is describing in the
text. There are certain components that diagrams have to help the reader understand them and
the text. Let's look at an example Lego diagram about building a Lego Minifigure to explore
these diagram components. Diagrams have titles that tell what the diagram is about. In the

example, the title highlighted in yellow is 'How to Build a Lego Minifig. A label is a word or
phrase that is assigned to a specific part of a diagram to help the reader identify it. A part of a
diagram is sometimes labeled by an arrow or line connecting the part of the diagram to the word
being used as a label. In the example, the labels are highlighted in gray--the 'head' is shown by
a bracket connecting the picture of the head to the words about it. Diagrams often include
captions. Captions are short phrases or sentences that are found at the bottom of a diagram or
picture and provide additional information about what the reader sees. They could include
information about:. In this example, the caption highlighted in blue lets the reader know that this
diagram shows the basic types of parts need to build a Lego Minifigure, and that there are
different choices for those parts when building your character. Diagrams can be used for
different reasons, such as to show part of a whole, steps of a process, and relationships. Let's
take a look at each of these purposes. An author could use a diagram to show the different
parts of whole object. The top diagram shows the parts of a dog. It points out the parts of the
body that make up the whole animal. The bottom diagram shows parts of a whole pizza. The
fraction, or part, of the pizza shows how much pizza has been eaten. With that yummy pizza, it's
a surprise there are any leftovers! Just like the Lego Minifig diagram showed the steps to make
a Minifigure, this diagram shows the process of the water cycle. Diagrams can show steps of a
process in number order or use arrows to show how the parts of a process work together.
Diagrams can also be used to show how things are related. A Venn diagram shows how two
topics are alike and different using two overlapping circles. The similarities are listed in the
middle where the circles meet, and the differences are written in the parts that don't overlap.
This helps you quickly see the similarities and differences. Diagrams are visuals that are used
to help the reader understand the text. They have titles, labels , and captions. Diagrams are
used to show parts of a whole, steps of a process, and relationships. To unlock this lesson you
must be a Study. Create your account. You've just received a kit for building a tree house in
your backyard. When you open the box, a booklet is right on top containing instructions for the
building process. The booklet is 7 pages long, and these pages contain the following
information. Already a member? Log In. Already registered? Log in here for access. Did you
knowâ€¦ We have over college courses that prepare you to earn credit by exam that is accepted
by over 1, colleges and universities. You can test out of the first two years of college and save
thousands off your degree. Anyone can earn credit-by-exam regardless of age or education
level. To learn more, visit our Earning Credit Page. Not sure what college you want to attend
yet? Log in. Sign Up. Explore over 4, video courses. English Topics Reading Literature Writing.
Find a degree that fits your goals. Start today. Try it now. Expert Contributor. Laura Pennington.
Save Save Save. Want to watch this again later? Sometimes authors use pictures or drawings in
their works. Not only do these images look nice, but they also serve an important purpose. In
this lesson, you will learn about diagrams and how authors use them. What is a Diagram? Titles
Diagrams have titles that tell what the diagram is about. Labels A label is a word or phrase that
is assigned to a specific part of a diagram to help the reader identify it. Captions Diagrams often
include captions. They could include information about: Dates, locations, and important names
Other information needed to understand the diagram Additional facts about the topic of the
diagram In this example, the caption highlighted in blue lets the reader know that this diagram
shows the basic types of parts need to build a Lego Minifigure, and that there are different
choices for those parts when building your character. Now that you know what diagrams look
like, let's explore why an author would use a diagram. Why Use a Diagram? Parts of a Whole
Diagrams showing parts of a whole An author could use a diagram to show the different parts of
whole object. Steps of a Process Diagram of the water cycle Just like the Lego Minifig diagram
showed the steps to make a Minifigure, this diagram shows the process of the water cycle.
Hmmm, maybe there's a diagram about the steps you can take to get more allowance money.
Relationships Diagrams can also be used to show how things are related. Lesson Summary
Diagrams are visuals that are used to help the reader understand the text. Additional Activities.
A title in a diagram explains what the diagram is about. Labels in a diagram are used to identify
various parts of the diagram. Captions of diagrams give additional information about the
diagram. Scenario: You've just received a kit for building a tree house in your backyard. Page 1:
This is a picture of the finished tree house with all parts included in the kit labeled. Page 2 - 5:
These pages contain step by step instructions on how to build the tree house. They are text
only, and do not contain any pictures. Page 6: This page contains pictures for each of the steps
in the text instructions. Page 7: This page contains information about the warranty for the tree
house. Discussion Questions: Which of the pages contains diagrams? Describe possible
pictures, titles, labels, and captions that would be found on each of the diagrams identified in
question 1. Use your answers from question 2 to draw one of the diagrams you described.
Answers: Page 1 is a diagram, because it is a visual representation of the parts and the tree

house. Page 6 is a diagram, because it gives a visual representation of the steps from the
previous pages. The rest of the pages are not diagrams, because they are not visual
representations. Answers will vary, but page 1 is a picture of the tree house as it should look
once it is built, with labels for each of the parts of the tree house. It may be titled something like
"Finished Tree House" or "Parts of the Tree House", and a possible caption could contain
expected assembly time, special notes about particular parts, or an explanation that this is how
the tree house should look once finished. The diagrams on page 6 are pictures corresponding
to each step of assembly, so they would likely be titled by the step they correspond to. Their
labels would likely be the parts involved in that step, and their captions could probably give
extra instruction or warnings for each particular step. Answers will vary. Register to view this
lesson Are you a student or a teacher? I am a student I am a teacher. Unlock Your Education
See for yourself why 30 million people use Study. Become a Member Already a member? What
teachers are saying about Study. Earning Credit. Earning College Credit Did you knowâ€¦ We
have over college courses that prepare you to earn credit by exam that is accepted by over 1,
colleges and universities. To learn more, visit our Earning Credit Page Transferring credit to the
school of your choice Not sure what college you want to attend yet? Browse Articles By
Category Browse an area of study or degree level. Area of Study. Degree Level. You are viewing
lesson Lesson 1 in chapter 2 of the course:. Literary Reading Overview. Factual Reading
Overview. Create an account to start this course today. Like this lesson Share. Browse Browse
by subject. Enrolling in a course lets you earn progress by passing quizzes and exams. Track
course progress. Take quizzes and exams. Earn certificates of completion. You will also be able
to: Create a Goal Create custom courses Get your questions answered. Upgrade to Premium to
add all these features to your account! Christianlly has taught college physics and facilitated
laboratory courses. He has a master's degree in Physics and is pursuing his doctorate study.
This riddle mentions a few major parts of a tree: bark, trunk and rings. Have you ever wondered
what the different parts of a tree do? As a member, you'll also get unlimited access to over 83,
lessons in math, English, science, history, and more. Plus, get practice tests, quizzes, and
personalized coaching to help you succeed. Get unlimited access to over 83, lessons. Already
registered? Log in here for access. Log in or sign up to add this lesson to a Custom Course.
Log in or Sign up. Just like kings wear crowns atop their heads, trees have a crown of leaves
and branches. A tree's crown works like a food factory. The leaves collect the sun's rays and
carbon dioxide from the air and turn it into food for the tree. Take a deep breath. Now thank a
tree! While the leaves are making food, they also make oxygen that they send back into the air,
which helps other living things like you and me breathe easy. Have you ever been caught in the
rain without an umbrella? A tree's crown works like a natural umbrella, protecting the ground
beneath the tree from heavy raindrops and the hot sun. A tree's trunk holds up its crown,
protects its inner parts and works like a pipeline, transporting essential materials to the
different parts of the tree. The riddle we mentioned earlier referred to a tree's rings. When a
tree's trunk is cut, its different layers look like rings, with the heartwood at the center. Scientists
can use a tree's rings to figure out how old it is. Just like a tree has branches in its crown, it has
branch-like parts below ground called roots. Roots collect water and other helpful materials
from the soil to help fuel the tree. They also work like an anchor, keeping the tree in place, and
store extra food. A tree has three main parts: the crown , trunk and roots. The trunk is made up
of five different layers, including bark, cambium, heartwood, phloem, and xylem. To unlock this
lesson you must be a Study. Create your account. In this activity, you'll check your knowledge
regarding the functions of the different parts of a tree. Complete the crossword by filling in a
word that fits each of the given clues. For this activity, you'll need a printer to reproduce the
following page. With a pencil and an eraser, neatly write your answers in the boxes provided.
Already a member? Log In. Log in. Sign Up. Explore over 4, video courses. Find a degree that
fits your goals. Lesson Transcript. Expert Contributor. Christianlly Cena. Can you name a living
thing that has a crown, but isn't royalty? Trees have a crown and several other parts, each of
which has an important job to do. Explore the parts of a tree in this lesson. An error occurred
trying to load this video. Try refreshing the page, or contact customer support. Register to view
this lesson Are you a student or a teacher? I am a student I am a teacher. It only takes a few
minutes to setup and you can cancel any time. What teachers are saying about Study. Just
checking in. Are you still watching? Keep playing. Your next lesson will play in 10 seconds.
Save Save Save. Want to watch this again later? Crown Just like kings wear crowns atop their
heads, trees have a crown of leaves and branches. Trunk A tree's trunk holds up its crown,
protects its inner parts and works like a pipeline, transporting essential materials to the
different parts of the tree. To accomplish these important jobs, the trunk has five hard-working
layers: Bark is the hard, outer layer of the trunk that protects the trunk from bad weather and
animals. Just under the bark is the phloem. Phloem works like a sugar pipeline, carrying sugary

food to the leaves that make up the rest of the tree. So you could say phloem carries things
from the crown down! Under the phloem is the cambium, the growth center of the trunk. The
cambium makes new cells so the tree's trunk and branches can grow thicker. Below the
cambium is the xylem. Like phloem, xylem works like a pipeline. But instead of carrying food,
the xylem carries water and other nutrients from the roots to the crown of a tree. Old xylem cells
stop working and die, forming the center of the trunk, called heartwood. It's easy to remember
where the heartwood is located, because just like our hearts are in the center of our bodies, it's
found in the center of a tree. The old cells that make up the heartwood help support the trunk,
making it strong. Roots Just like a tree has branches in its crown, it has branch-like parts below
ground called roots. Lesson Summary A tree has three main parts: the crown , trunk and roots.
Additional Activities. Parts of a Tree: Crossword Puzzle In this activity, you'll check your
knowledge regarding the functions of the different parts of a tree. Directions Complete the
crossword by filling in a word that fits each of the given clues. Across 2. Down 1. Answer Key.
Unlock Your Education See for yourself why 30 million people use Study. Become a Member
Already a member? Parts of a Leaf: Lesson for Kids. Types of Plants: Lesson for Kids. Function
of Roots: Lesson for Kids. How Plants Grow: Lesson for Kids. Parts of a Seed: Lesson for Kids.
Animal Classification Lesson for Kids. Harmful Insects: Lesson for Kids. What is Nature? Life
Cycle of a Chicken: Lesson for Kids. Related Courses. Claiming a Tax Deduction for Your Study.
What trees are in the French Pyrenees? What are banyan trees? Why do trees have branches?
What percentage of a tree is actually alive? What is the world's slowest growing tree? What is
an arboretum? A "tree of life" explains: a. It does not help in water conduction. It is also called
alburnum. It is dark in color but very soft. It has tracheary elements that are filled with tannin,
resin, etc. Are trees vascular plants? Why do trees have lifespans? Create an account to start
this course today. Like this lesson Share. Browse Browse by subject. Enrolling in a course lets
you earn progress by passing quizzes and exams. Track course progress. Take quizzes and
exams. Earn certificates of completion. You will also be able to: Create a Goal Create custom
courses Get your questions answered. Upgrade to Premium to add all these features to your
account! Teachers Pay Teachers is an online marketplace where teachers buy and sell original
educational materials. Are you getting the free resources, updates, and special offers we send
out every week in our teacher newsletter? Grade Level. Resource Type. Log In Join Us. View
Wish List View Cart. Results for parts of a tree. Sort by: Relevance. You Selected: Keyword
parts of a tree. Sort by Relevance. Price Ascending. Most Recent. Digital All Digital Resources.
Made for Google Apps. Other Digital Resources. Grades PreK. Other Not Grade Specific. Higher
Education. Adult Education. Art History. Graphic Arts. Music Composition. Other Arts. Other
Music. Visual Arts. Vocal Music. English Language Arts. All 'English Language Arts'. Balanced
Literacy. Close Reading. Creative Writing. ELA Test Prep. Informational Text. Other ELA.
Reading Strategies. Short Stories. Foreign Language. All 'Foreign Language'. American Sign
Language. Other World Language. Back to School. Black History Month. Earth Day. End of Year.
Martin Luther King Day. Presidents' Day. Patrick's Day. The New Year. Valentine's Day. Women's
History Month. All 'Math'. Algebra 2. Applied Math. Basic Operations. Math Test Prep. Mental
Math. Order of Operations. Other Math. Place Value. Word Problems. All 'Science'. Basic
Principles. Earth Sciences. General Science. Other Science. Physical Science. Social Studies History. All 'Social Studies - History'. African History. Ancient History. Asian Studies. Australian
History. British History. Canadian History. Criminal Justice - Law. Elections - Voting. European
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'Specialty'. Career and Technical Education. Character Education. Child Care. Classroom
Community. Classroom Management. Computer Science - Technology. Critical Thinking. Early
Intervention. Family Consumer Sciences. For Administrators. For All Subjects. Gifted and
Talented. Instructional Technology. International Baccalaureate. Library Skills. Life Skills.
Occupational Therapy. Oral Communication. Other Specialty. Physical Education. Physical
Therapy. Problem Solving. Products For TpT Sellers. Professional Development. School
Counseling. School Psychology. Special Education. Speech Therapy. Student Council. Study
Skills. Test Preparation. Tools for Common Core. Vocational Education. For All Subject Areas.
Shows resources that can work for all subjects areas. Prices Free. On Sale. Resource Types
Independent Work Packet. Lesson Plans Individual. Math Centers. Literacy Center Ideas. Google
Apps. See All Resource Types. Activboard Activities. Bulletin Board Ideas. Classroom Forms.
Clip Art. Cooperative Learning. Cultural Activities. English UK. ExamView Question Banks.
Examinations - Quizzes. Excel Spreadsheets. Flash Cards. For Parents. Fun Stuff. Grant
Proposals. Graphic Organizers. Guided Reading Books. Homeschool Curricula. Independent
Work Packet. Interactive Notebooks. Interactive Whiteboard. Internet Activities. Lesson Plans
Bundled. Literature Circles. Microsoft OneDrive. Movie Guides. Nonfiction Book Study. Novel
Study. Original Textbooks. PowerPoint Presentations. Professional Documents. Reflective

Journals for Teachers. Scaffolded Notes. School Nurse Documents. Science Centers. Service
Learning. Study Guides. Task Cards. Teacher Manuals. Test Prep. Thematic Unit Plans. Unit
Plans. Video Files. Whole Courses. Word Walls. All Resource Types. Parts of a Tree. This is the
English version to learn the parts of a tree! A bilingual and Spanish version are also available in
my store! PreK - 2 nd. Worksheets , Printables. Show more details. Add to cart. Wish List. Use
this simple paper craft activity to familiarize your students with the basic parts of a tree. Perfect
for your Arbor Day or Earth Day celebrations! Included in this pack:- an original nonfiction texta tree diagram- 3D paper crafting templates, in color and black and white- full craft instructio.
Compatible with. Are you looking for fun science activities to teach preschool and kindergarten
kids about trees? This nature walk takes children outdoors so they can learn about trees
through observation and discovery and provides teachers with complete science lesson plans
and activities to use before, during, an. Earth Sciences , Critical Thinking. PreK - 1 st. Lesson
Plans Individual , Activities , Printables. This activity includes my Parts of a Tree product in both
English and Spanish. Students may either cut and paste to label the correct parts of the trees or
write the part of the tree in the appropriate box using the pictures below as a guide. Now
revised! Cut and paste matchingVocabularyEmergent rea. Worksheets , Activities , Word Walls.
Show 2 included products. Parts of a Tree Printable Book. A printable book for grades Pre-K 1st. It covers all of the basic parts of a tree- roots, branches, leaves, trunk, and fruit. There is an
art activity to do on each page. See preview page for a completed book. Reading , Science ,
Autumn. Workbooks , Activities , Printables. Includes the following:colorful diagrams, handout
with flashcards, task cards, word wall cards, worksheets,. Spelling , Vocabulary , Science.
Worksheets , Handouts , Flash Cards. Includes the following:colorful diagrams, handout with
flashcards, task cards, word wall cards, worksheet. Tree Nomenclature Cards are formatted in a
3-part card series with blackline master included. The 5 parts of the tree: tree, roots, trunk,
branches, and leaves. Includes:5 cards with labels5 cards without labels5 labels1 blackline
masterCards with labels are approx. Anatomy , Biology , General Science. PreK - K. Printables ,
Montessori. Parts of a plant and parts of a tree Lesson plan and Worksheet. Science , Anatomy ,
Biology. Lesson Plans Individual , Worksheets , Homework. Tree Nomenclature Book illustrates
and describes 5 parts of the tree: tree, roots, trunk, branches, and leaves. Includes:book cover5
picture pages5 description pagesPages are approx. Students label the parts of a plant: stem,
leaves, roots, and flower. Students label the parts of a tree: canopy, trunk, branches, roots.
Science , Earth Sciences. Worksheets , Graphic Organizers. Parts of a Tree Worksheet. This is a
simple label the tree worksheet. Worksheets , Printables , Science Centers. Science , Biology ,
General Science. PreK - 5 th. Minilessons , Montessori , Cultural Activities. The possibilities are
endless with this reading resource. The activities. Reading , Basic Principles , Informational
Text. It can be used for distance learning or within the classroom. PowerPoint Presentations ,
Worksheets. Parts of a tree worksheet. This is a parts of a tree worksheet. Perfect for a unit on
plants or trees Instructions for printing and use Print out on A4 paper. Science , General
Science. Parts of a Tree Emergent Reader. Parts of a Tree Emergent ReaderYour students will
learn the parts of a tree with this rhyming emergent reader. This nonfiction science reader is a
great addition to your fall, spring, or tree themed lesson plans, centers, and activities. This
emergent reader would also be perfect for Earth Day or Ar. Reading , Science. Montessori
Inspired Parts of a Tree. Learn the different parts of a tree with this Montessori material in 3 part
cards format, and includes description cards that can be assembled into a mini booklet. The
Tree Bundle Pack which includes 5 parts of the tree consists of the following: - 5 control cards 5 picture cards - 5 labels - act. Biology , Other Science. PreK - 4 th. Activities , Printables. Then
enjoy this science resource which is comprised of writing prompts, a word bank, differentiated
writing frames, a bulletin board sign, directions and template pieces to create a TREE PARTS
craft. There also is a black and white completed craft. Basic Principles , General Science ,
Writing. Just in time for Christmas! A beautiful piece of work for children to use to celebrate
Christmas time. This is a parts of a Christmas t
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ree, that children can label and color in to create booklets of their own. Montessori Parts of a
Tree 3 part cards. Students will love exploring the parts of a tree using the 3 part cards. These
cards were designed with Montessori style type learning, but can be used in a traditional
classroom. This set includes: -3 part cards which include a color coded tree, branches, roots,
and leaves - a control key for stud. Science , Earth Sciences , Environment. Printables ,
Montessori , Science Centers. This set shows 6 parts of a tree: tree, roots, leaves, trunk, crown,
and branches. Reading , Vocabulary. PreK - 3 rd. Flash Cards , Montessori. A great addition to

any spring or botany unit, 3 sets of 3-part cards for parts of a flower, parts of a tree and parts of
a seed. Use these cards to accompany seed experiments for science, leaf pressing or leaf
identification exercises and for flower-themed activities. Create cards for center shelve.
Vocabulary , Biology , Spring. Keep in Touch! Sign Up.

